
Portal 6 – Reserves 
  

KeyToken sets underwrite resource exchanges, 
project and infrastructure development and 
scalarize their value, and disburse the results  

to principals and intermediaries.  
 

 Commodity Reserve Notes RC Token Notes  
 Innerprise Reserve Notes IC Token Notes 

Transtructural Reserve Notes  TC Token Notes  

  
 



 
Transtructural Reserve Tokens –  

The tokenization of public infrastructure 
renewal  

distributed through  
CoXexus NetsWorth Portal Token Keysets  

and Holo’trust Escrow Agency  
Token Keysets. 

 
 Reserves are used to fuel production and 

support life.  

 
  



Reserve Currents  
 
We will issue insured Smartchain Securitized 
reserve notes, for example, for one barrel of 
crude or ton ore or organics or most anything 
delivered to a seller. Locals or Locamids will 
accept these currents as physical or printed 
tokens on custom printers they are redeemable 
and secured and insured and the IOU is honored 
when underlying asset is liquidated or is 
transferred to a buyer.  



Whomever who is holding at the end will 
receive a bonus. Token Scrip with the most 
stamps also receive a bonus when 
redeemed. That means that specific token 
scrip was exchanged the most times. They 
will be used to buy local goods and 
services and buy items and services 
through their HDXL I-Current App.  

 



Commodity Reserves are Quantum 
Tokenized  as CRFN -Commodity 
Reserve Free-Notes 
 
Innerprise Reserves are Quantum 
Tokenized as IRFN -Innerprise Reserve 
Free-Notes  
 
TRFN 
  
 



Transtructural Reserve Free-Notes for 
Infrastructure renewal. Issued by local and 
regional groups for civil projects. These 
appear as civil architecture projects. We 
have thousands of opportunities here. We 
can create full Transployment of everyone 
as benefactors of our natural organizing 
instincts up leveled to organizing intuition, 
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Commodity certificates exchanged 
between merchants have worked 
extremely well in the past. Here we 
are updating and expanding its 
versatility. 
  
 



We can unleash necessary Local  Locamid 

Projects. Transtructural Free-Notes build 
community/private partnerships to build roads 
schools, hospitals, bridges, dismantle the old toxic 
industrial infrastructure,. Bring functionality to 
the poverty stricken, recourses to enable 
contribution. Can be used to create sustainable 
enterprises and community projects like urban 
food production and renewable energy projects or 
to reward positive activities like ridesharing.  



Resources invested in project is 
rewarded with TRFNs which can then 
be redeemed for Wholo’Currents or in 
partnering enterprises already 
established. Can used as a kind of 
voluntary taxation for civil projects. 
Example would be 
recycling/composting tokens in 
Curitiba, Brazil. 
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Innerprise Reserves are the store of 
value to underwrite projects to 
liberate potential and possibility with 
effective and innovative approaches 
solutions. 
 
Issued to Liberate Human Possibility 
 



Commodity Reserves are a store of value. As a 
token it is Passive, as a Current it is Active. 
  
WholoCurrents are the circulation of Reserves.  
 
Reserves can be subject to decrease over time.  
 
Wholos are subject to the changing conditions 
of the issuer. 



Say we Tokenize equal to  (=) 
$120,000,000,000 in Commodity and 
Innerprise Reserves and Transtructural 
Reserves with 1/6th (=) 
$20,000,000,000 Wholo’Current 
Value circulated back into the Scalar 
Wealth Field with another 
$100,000,000,000  in new Reserve backed 
Wholo’Currents available for the holders 
to tap and use. 

 



As Reserve Backed Wholo’Currents 
are accepted and used the Scalar 
Wealth Field Activates. 
  
We will be exchanging stocks of 
Reserves rather than fiat to balance 
trade accounts. 
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An example, you have an iron mine with a reserve of 
100,000 tons. In fiat terms each ton is worth $70. You 
wish to mine and sell 50,000 tons of ore. You have a 
buyer but need more liquidity for production. A 
Connext Team does due diligence and issues 25,000 
one-ton iron ore Commodity Reserve worth 2 
millon Solamids and will return into the marketplace 
1.75 million dollars. The 25,000 one ton Commodity 
Reserve Free-Notes (CRFN) are used as 
Wholo’Currents to compensate miner workers, local 
stores, equipment suppliers and so on. They are mostly 
used first locally and then regionally and finally globally 
when the Holo’Sphere Exchange is launched. 

  
 



When the ore is sold then the Currents are 
credited and retired. The balance zeros out and 
the holders of the Currents can redeem them for 
whatever they want that is available including fiat 
cash. 
  
According to how the miner is trusted by the 
receivers of the Currents will determine how far 
from par their CRFN’s are discounted. This 
translates into a type of percentage return on risk 
accepting the Reserve Currents.   

 



A Commodity Reserve Token Note would 
define an amount of reserve equalized or 
normalized to Solamids Measurement in a 
specific form deliverable at a specific point 
and at a specific time. 
  
No stale or worthless paper in this system, 
just specific claims on a clearly identifiable 
quantity of a defined commodity in a set 
time period. 

 



Defined goods, clear redemption 
time, rapid turnover means no 

accumulation of undefined claims. 
 



 Impacts of Reserves 
  
Being a real goods based system, the international 
reserves will eliminate competitive devaluation of 
currencies 
  
eliminate the disconnect between the consumption 
and real goods production level of nations fostered by 
fiat currency valuation illusions. 
  
eliminate the problem of distorted exchange rates 
causing a competitive mismatch ie a producer with high 
material inputs and lower labour efficiency underselling 
another producer in another country because of 
exchange rate anomalies 



An exclusively Gold backed money 
doesn’t stop slavery but promotes 
it.  
 
Enslavement of the rest of 
humanity to the few who have the 
so-called precious metal. 
 



RESERVES STREAM FROM OUR 
OCEANS OF ABUNDANCE 



With average commodity and 
creative assets and infrastructure 

project requirements ranging from 
millions to billions dollars, 
the Reserve Potential to 

Underwrite is unlimited. Together 
our wealth is fathomless. 



Say all Commodity and Innerprise and 
Transtructure Reserves equals 60 Trillion 
Wholo’Currents “flow per year” across 
scale.  
 
This would transfer along a bell type curve 
5 billion receivers average of 12,000 each 
but as this is shared wealth for each level’s 
well-being the value is much greater and 
for a family of 4 this equals on an average 

48,000 Wholo’Currents.   
 



It is true that there will still be 
some with much more wealth than 
others but the proportionals are 
much less. As personal wealth can 
be increased and reduced by 
reputation right use of one’s 
wealth is accentuated 
 



What will happen is 
that Infrastructure and True Free 
Enterprise activity will be 
liberated. 
 



We can avoid inflationary pressures by 
performing inventories of our reserves 
and matching Tokens to it. We do not 
have to suffer from boom and bust 
cycle generated by currency inflation 
which has plagued all monetary 
economies. Reserve currency can 
eliminate this cycle by representing 
and illuminating actual input costs. 
  
 



The Potentials Evolution is 
underwritten by issuing  
 
IRFNs, Innerprise Reserve Free-
Notes. 
  



Commodity Reserve Free-Notes and Innerprise 
Reserves Free-Notes have demurrage. Reserves 
also have a demurrage aspect that will increase 
circulation and thus redistribution. 
  
Commodity and Innerprise Reserves have a 
slight demurrage, decreasing in worth or value 
over time. They are slightly entropic. The 
reason? To encourage their quicker circulation 
and to bring asset holders and Wholo’Current 
Holders into a more equal balance. 

  
 



Demurrage is a discounting cost on holding 
Reserves at say about 4 to 6% per year. 
Demurrage facilitates massive increase in 
velocity of circulation. The famous Wörgl 
experiment saw its units circulate up to 130 
times during the 13 months it was in operation. 
This means that with the same amount of 
notes much more trade can be facilitated, in 
effect slashing capital costs and rapidly 
increasing local exchange. Natural 
Demurrage rewards Wholo’Current circulation 
thus production and sharing. 



Wholomid Members with Excess 
Wholo’Currents can exchange them for 
Reserves for large or long term Production 
or Innerprise projects. 
  
Reputation Wealth amplifies Currents. 
Wholo’Currents re-localize economies. 
Risk is assumed through accepting 
Commodity Reserve Free-Notes, CRFNs 
and Innerprise Reserve Free-Notes, IRFNs. 

 



  
This risk is contained or identified through using 
an escrow fair witness mechanism.  
 
Also, Reserves are not kept on the same balance 
sheet as Currents as they have different 
purposes and functions. 
 
CRFN and IRFN issuance is voluntary with worth 
decided peer to peer by escrow reputation and 
value determination. 

  
 
 



Commodity Reserves are anything 
real and tangible that can 
underwrite Wholo’Currents. 
Metals, ore deposits, artwork, 
future artwork, properties, 
gemstones, all these and more 
can become Reserve Tokens.  



Projects, cooperative production systems and 
product development all these can issue 
Innerprise Reserves. 
  
There is no central issuing authority. Every home can 
have solar panels generating power to the grid, 
measured Solatokens.  
 
Because everyone can generate electricity, artificial 
scarcity of supply cannot be created. Solamids along 
with other Portals encourage efficient and clean power 
generation as well as conservation at the consumer and 
factory levels. 

  
 



 Wholo’Currents are underwritten by 
issuing Reserve Specie. The two are 
not mutually dependent any more 
than inches as measurement, and 
lumber as the reserve are dependent 
on each other. They are measured 
together as Solas or Solamids. 
 



We will be exchanging stocks of 
Reserves rather than fiat currency as 
flurries of keystrokes to balance trade 
accounts. 
 
A Commodity Reserve Note UtiliToken 
C-RNUT would define an amount of 
reserve equalized to Solamids in a 
specific form deliverable at a specific 
point and at a specific time. 
 



No stale or worthless paper in this 
system, just specific claims on a clearly 

identifiable quantity of a defined 
commodity in a set time period. 

Defined goods, clear redemption time, 
rapid turnover means no accumulation 

of undefined claims. 
 


